Together for a better life!

WE PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL
MEDICAL TRANSLATION

Delivering your message!
When it comes to introducing your company into a Russian speaking
market, translation is not just converting words into a different language.
It is your chance to create an effective and successful cultural
communication with more than 300 million people!

www.alliance-medical.care
wecare@alliance-medical.care


Together for a better life!
To assure the best possible service to our
customers, from our office based in St-Petersburg,
our native speakers focus their efforts to translate all
Medical material into Russian.
Are you concerned about the cultural impact your
email may have, even in English? Or you need to
translate crucial slides fro your PowerPoint
presentation? We will help!
On your website, would you like to be able to answer
requests from Russian speaking visitors? Let us
provide the solution!
Are you launching a new marketing campaign and
would like to assure that your branding is respected
through an appealing message for the Russian
speaking markets? We know how!

During exhibitions, don’t miss any Russian prospects
by having signage in your booth saying in Russian
“Welcome to our booth” and we will assist you with
the rest (flyers in you stand with your Russian
number, email and website to communicate with)! Be
more proactive in your customer care.
Alliance
Medical
provides
accurate
and
cost-effective medical translation to medical
companies worldwide.
We understand that medical Companies provide
large quantities of information. From regulation
documents, clinical studies, manuals, marketing
material and case reports, the selection of the
information to prioritize in translation is not always
obvious!
Our expertise in the medical field brought us to
create flexible solutions that will provide you all the
information that is vital for your Russian speaking
audience.

Technical and Scientific

Marketing materials

User guides, IFU

Brochures, catalogues and posters

Manuals (Installation, Operation, Service and System)

Press releases and Newsletters

Training and Safety documentation

Label and packaging

Quality assurance information

Marketing campaigns, PowerPoints and Slogans

Scientific researches, white papers and case reports

Website content (complete website or specific section)

wecare@alliance-medical.care


